s ’Mediocrity’ Study Indicates SJS Apathetic
EDITOR’S NOTE: This h the first in
a series of articles dealing with medi.
ocrity at San Jose State College.
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By sANDIE sANDERSON
and
TOM MEAD
SJS, a college that rates high in
the minds of educators, scholars and
industry throughout the country, and
yet it has the poor image of being a
second class college In the eyes of
Its patrons.
Since its inception in 1857, SJS
has become one of the largest colleges west of the Mississippi River.
Its antiquated Tower I lullwalk,

SPUR Sign-ups
Interviews
for
candidates
Interested in running for the
SPUR ticket will be held
Wednesday and Thursday in
the College Union. Interviews
5:30 p.m.
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distinguished professors and students
have gained an almost insurmountable respect for the college. For many,
San Jose State is one of the best
state colleges.
Yet, despite the high praise and
respect from the nation, San Jose
State still lacks "that special something" that makes any institution of
higher learning great.
If one searches deep into the plaster and bricks, the lecture halls and
faculty offices, the college union and
the Spartan Daily of(ice, the cafeteria and the crowded Seventh Street
proiest, III’ will find something atiich

I

saddens him and which belittles an
instution such as San Jose State.
San Jose State is a college of
apathy- -a college that is growing
in every direction at a pace unheeded
by its sleepy populace.
Awareness of San Jose State’s
greatness, or even its potential, is
at a low ebb.
Like the tide that rushes toward
the hungry shores and eats away
the sturdy foundation, the lack of
awarenessthe lack of pride- in this
institution Is eating away the ivy.
clad tower that is the symbol of
Washington l-lquare

SJS has grown so immense within
the past six years that its "other reputation" as "the best teachers’ college" no longer will suffice as the
requisite for "a multiversity in all
but name."
About 1921, San Jose State underwent a name change, abandoning the
title of Normal School, As San Jose
State Teachers’ College, it began to
diversify its educational scope.
As the college grew, the name
"Teacher" was dropped from the
title, of California’s first full-fledged
state college.
Although this college is indicative

of an institution of modern education,
It still is thought of by the community and the college population as
"something no better than a normal
school," although this normal school
was held in high esteem during the
1920s,
Forty-four years ago, SJS was a
teachers’ college, turning out topquality instructors for the educational
world throughout the nation.
Today, our multiversity is still
turning out the same top-notch instructors, even though the Education
Division composes only one-third of
the total student enrollment.
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Labor Address
"Social and Economic Labor
Problems" is the topic of an
address tonight at 7 in E327.
Speaker Is David S. Blanchard,
deputy director of the International Labor Office, Washington, D.C.

No. 90 .,
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Full Support Crowd Hears
On Housing,
SaysPisano I s sue, Speeches
Student body leaders have given
full support to Thursday’s proposal by the Student Housing
Committee to recotnmend one-semester contracts in college approved housing.
"I am completely in favor of
the recommendation," Bob Pisano,
ASB president stated.
"It is inconsistent that the college dormitories operate on onesemester contracts and surrounding housing units still require
tenants to sign year long contracts."
’The result is a hardship on the
student," according to Pisan.,
"with no substantial benefit to
the proprietor of the housing
unit.
"I know there is strong student
sentiment on this issue and I urge
the Academic Council to apprme
the proposal as quickly as possible," he said.
The Academic Council will receive the housing recommendation, and, if it is approved, then
Pres. Robert D. Clark will have
to approve it before it becomes
the official policy of the college.
Because approved living centers
have already signed their contracts
for next year the possibility of
the one-semester contract being
put into effect this coming year
is highly improbable.

Pay Cut Product

Committee Seeks
Jobs for Profs

By VICKI REED
Possibly the most controversial
U.S. policy issue of the dayViet
Nan) drew a Seventh Street
crowd of more than 300 persons
Friday, to a rally for support of
America’s current role in that
Far Eastern state.
Staged by SJS Young Republicans I YRs I and Young Americans
for Freedom I YAF), the rally featured State Senator Clark Bradley and Dr. Milorad Drachkovitch, professor of political science
at Stanford University.
It was a restless crowd, applaud-

ing in one area U.S. military action, in another segment a crowd member’s proposal of withdrawal.
The flag salute drew "boos"
from a segment of the audience.
Sen. Bradley later declared, "I’m
frankly ashamed of students who
felt it unnecessary to salute or
even rise to their feet for the
American flag."
Dr. Drachkovitch’s point was,
"Today’s crucial challenge is
whether the U.S., largest and
mightiest nation, has enough faith
and will to counteract these . . .
worshipers of military power."
He pointed out two "popular
misconceptions."
"On the Right, communism is
falsely identified with social reform, which is a legitimate discussion issue for a democratic
state. On the LeftAgrarian reTerrence Van Becker, a...1stform and Nationalism are idenant director of the California
tified with communism, which is
International
Colleges.
State
not necessarily the case."
(Overseas) Program, will speak
Sen. Bradley said, "We are in
tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in C11162.
to stop the
He will also conduct brief the fight in Viet Nam
the eninterviews for SITS students in- Communist take-over of
terested In candidacy for the tire Asiatic Continent.
"If we don’t block this move,
program. All interested students
most cermay sign tip tor an appointment the nest take-over will
force deIn the Foreign Language Depart- tainly be India." Every
fending South Viet Nam is defendment,
as if
Van Becker will interview stu- ing America just as surely
the enemy were landing on U.S.
dents beginning at 2 p.m.
shores, he pointed out.

Vversea Study’
Accepting Forms

Photo by Larry Bellis

300 HEAR BRADLEY
VIE7 NAM RALLYState Senator Clark Bradley addressed a
Seventh Street audience of more than 300 persons on "The Will
to Win.- At Friday’s rally, in support of U.S. policy in Viet Nam,
he pointed out that U.S. military withdrawal could easily lead to
Communist take-over of the entire Asiatic Continent.

Bite is Worse Than Bark

Crocodile, Alligators Are SJS’ Captives
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We no longer can look at SJS as
"just a teachers’" college when the
majority of the students are not involved in teacher education.
San Jose State, because of its
rapid growth, has become a college
within itself, and its population has
becom, mediocre and content with
the status quo.
Awareness of SJS’ greatness apparently is lacking among its people.
Because of the rapid expansion of
the college, SJS has overlooked its
reputation as the "Mother Superior"
of the State College System.
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’LOOK MOMNO CAVITIES’!
SAY AH!The tempermental crocodile housed
in a glass cage in the Natural Science Building
opens wide to show a nasty looking set of dentures at the careful coaxing of Dr. Ralph A.
Smith, SJS professor of zoology and science

education. Crocodiles usually have mean dispositions and this one is no exception, according to Dr. Smith. The zoology professor uses
the crocodile for demonstrations in a terrarium
and aquarium class for teachers.

By JERRY HENRY
Crocodiles are not noted for
dicility, and the 18-inch American crocodile living in a glass
cage on the second floor of the
Natural Science Building is no
exception, according to Bryan
Osborne, sophomore biology student and the animal technician
for the SJS biology storeroom.
"He snaps at me every time
I get too close during feeding
time," Osborne said.
"Crocodiles seem to have a
naturally mean temperament
and one has to be extremely
careful when feeding or handling
them."
DANGEROUS JAWS
Osborne said that, "despite the
reptile’s small size, he could
badly mangle a man’s hand with
his jaws."
"They usually don’t just bite
and let go but hang on and
thrash around, action which results in deep flesh tears for the
victim."
The biology student said he
feeds the crocodile two live mice
a week and nothing more.
"Mice are very high in vitamin content and two a week is
all he needs," Osborne said.
He pointed to the heavy underside of the reptile to show

he was actually getting fat on
the meager mouse diet.
Dr. Ralph A. Smith, professor of zoology and science education, said the department has
had the crocodile since he was
"hatched" four years ago.
About six inches long when
hatched, American crocodiles
usually grow an inch a month
in their native habitats of the
Mississippi Valley or the South
American seacoast. The reptiles
sometimes reach a length of 25
feet and weigh more than 200
pounds, Dr. Smith said.
"However, In captivity the
crocodile’s rate of growth seems
to be stunted somewhat," Dr.
Smith said. ’They grow best in
their natural habitat where
they can get plenty of sun and
roam freely about in the swamplands."

TWO ALLIGATORS
In addition to the crocodile,
the biology department also has
more than 25 other reptiles and
amphibians in captivity, including two alligators.
Both alligators and the crocodile are used for instructional
purposes. Dr. Smith said he uses
the reptiles for demonstration
in his aquarium and terrarium
night courses for local teachers.

By MARK THAYER
A faculty committee is being
formed at SJS to find positions
outside the state college system
for faculty members dissatisfied
with "salaries and faculty benefits."
The move comes in the wake of
Senate Finance Committee action
Thursday when a "do pass" motion on the IS per cent faculty
pay cut restoration bill was voted
down.
Dr. Edward Laurie, professor of
business, outlines the group "as a
committee which will deal with the
situation of salaries in California
and the attitude of the legislature in a non-political manner,
merely viewing these as given.
"The purpose is to assist professors in making adjustments consistent with known conditions, and
the most obvious is employment
by states and institutions where
adequate salaries and other faculty
benefits for higher learning are
already existing realities."
Dr. Laurie termed interest in
the group as "startling."
Names of other faculty members interested in the group were
not disclosed.
In other reaction to the finance
committee move, the State College
Council of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT’) met in
Sacramento.
Bob Pisano, president of the
California State College Student
Presidents Association (CSCSPA),
said the finance committee action
can only "further destroy the confidence of the faculty, the students
and the people in the ability of the
state colleges to provide quality
higher education."
Pisano continued, "We will continue to do all that we can as students and citizens to remedy this
embarrassing and unworkable situation."
An AFT spokesman said, "If
we need to demonstrate to get
attention (for all of the higher
education problems), we’ll do it."
The salary cut is not the main
problem.It amounts to only $10-$17
per month in the checks of associate and full professors.
One of the grit’ problems is ,

the restrictive "line item" budget.
This type of budget does not allow
movement of funds within the entire budget.
The money for faculty salary increases fell only $281,000 short of
the $2.9 million budgeted and, although there was a surplus in
other areas of the budget, the
money could not be moved.
A large exodus of faculty members would make recruiting problems worse than they already are.
Throughout the system, the colleges are not able to fill the positions budgeted for the fall semester.

Prof. Vatcher
Slightly Improved
Dr. William Watcher, SJS professor of political science, has
shown slight improvement, according to Veteran’s Administration
Hospital officials in Palo Alto
where he was moved last week
from the Palo Alto-Stanford Hospital.
The professor is receiving treatment for severe head injuries suffered early in January, when he
was savagely beaten on a San
Francisco street.
Doctors say Vatcher apperas to
be partially conscious most of the
time and seems aware of his surroundings.
However, the professor is still
unable to speak and his right side
remains paralyzed.
They were unable to predict extent of Watcher’s recovery,.

Viet Nam Movies
Will Document
Traveler’s Talk
On-the -spot color film observations of "South Viet Nam" will
highlight Wednesday’s ASB lecture.
Kenneth S. Armstrong, authority on Southeast Asia, will narrate
the film in Concert Hall at 1030
a.m.
Armstrong has spent more than
one year of the last four living
and traveling throughout South
Viet Nam, Laos, Cambodia and
Thailand.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
’ right on campus"
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Prof Huang Reads Paper At Purdue
During Thermophysical Symposium
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sound asleep on a sofa in a vacant house the Imo apparentl
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other furnishings in the house.
Near the sofa, a 21 -year-old Santa Clara student also ssas
asleep.
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The coed is in enough trouble, lint it i- not the ’,net ince
of the press to protect her, any more than it is to epose her
for 11.1 X Aid news reason.
San Jose State ha- the reputation of being a "party school."
M. -t -toillents feel thi- 0th iiistrue
.1 how i- 11111. 111 j11111.. 111111’, all accurate account of
these eelit- .1, as ailable in the
It
not he neee-ary to skarn a 20-year-old ;it iidellt
thal
get into trouble by going to a sacant lion-, and
drinking.
Bill if a wit
g is in order. this is it: When 11.XX 11,11,11,11S
W1111111 Illy Ancient comnitinit. or SJS student, ;ire insolsed
in tin- anschere. Spartan DailH reporter., 11-11.411+ I. him .
%iiii is till jti-i a- -4)011 hid read about it in I lie "iiarlaii
;Mom doing it.
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Francis F. Huang, prolessor
of mechanical engineering, is
attending the Third Symposium
on Thermophysical Properties at
Purdue University in Lafayette,
Ind., this week.
He will present a paper on
"Determination of Virial Coefficient s with Derivat ives fron
Free Expansion Data with Application to Nitrogen."
Professor Huang’s paper ibased on research performed .,1
Columbia University. lie did the
work under a National Science
Foundation Science Faculty Fellowship awarded him in 1962-64.
The Symposium Is sponsored
by the Heat Transfer Division of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
It is the third of a triennial
series of meetings that have
attracted papers from scientists
and engineers from the United
States, Canada, Europe and Asia,
according to Dr. V. D. Prian,
head of the Department of Me -
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Editor:
Despite what Scott Moore
stated in his editorial of Tuesday, Mareh 16, 1965, all of the
undersigned students (plus others who could not be contacted
in such short notice) marched
from San Jose to San Francisco
in protest of the brutality in
Selma, Alabama and the lack of
Federal action.
Tonle Brooke, A 2346; Joanne R. Minskey, A 11498; Carol Allen, II 18313;
Nancy Maxwell, A 3493; Bill Dalrymple,
A 7067; Gloria Dalrymple, A 7066; James
Shaw, A 12973, Donna Drybread,
A 12739; Terry Smith, A 10090; Howard
Keinoto, A 13882; Charles Hayes,
A 6707; Dan Brady, A 10131; Mike
Johnson, A8330; Linda Fos, A904;
Shirley Sulpizio, A 3881; Sue Anderson,
A 4647; Billy B. Coles, A 12199; William
Carter, A 11636: Tom Smith, A 21668;
Andrew McDonald II, A 21707; Pat
Faith, A 10140; Jim Cornwell, A 962206;;
82
L. Daniel Burns, A 7746; David Lustig,
A 1329; Yas L. Murakawa, A
George Sousa, A 11126; Marsha Simp-

son, B 19327; Nina Wood, A 16108; Lynn porations, it would follow that
Tanenberg, A 5367; Harlene Miller,
that the income tax could be
A 8920; Suzanne Shafer, A 2200; Frank abolished due to the immense
Gray (student), A 10585; Allen Braga
Katsman, saving 144 billion, source quesSeth
A 13742;
(student),
tioned I.
A 3780; Robert Olson, A 6305.
EDITOR’S

NOTE:

Fourteen

this letter.
S111111e ot these were not students
and others did not list their
111111.1.

111.11111C

141101111

ASH numbers.

Column on Taxes
Accused of Errors
Editor:
In a quest tor knowledge and

understanding,, one is appalled at
the reasoning expressed by Al
Mason in his article of March
17, entitled "Is the Income Tax
Really Necessary?"
His basic premise is the if
the U.S. government would sell
an alleged 700 public corporations, then the federal income
tax could be abolished. His first
assumption is that if the U.S.
government sells the "700" cor4

C11:119Cal

Open Tonite ’ill 9

Vot

A representative from the
Oxnard School District will
be on campus to interview
applicants for elementary
teaching positions on Moo.
day, March 22. Contact
the placement office for an
appointment.

United Radio & T.V. Supply

After a limited amount of reseal., h. I found the list of "700
Public Corporations" I Fact
Sheet, Call No. 350 in the documents sect km I. It is published
by a gentleman in Los Angeles
loved I say more: 1. The list
auguries such items as the Dept.
of Agriculture, the Federal Reserve Bank system, Social Security Administration, Yellowstone National Park, The United
Nations international Children’s
Emergency Fund, and the United
Nations Food and Agrieulture
Organization ( listed IssueThe
last two are not even owned In
the United States, much less
even to be considered as being
quasi -corporate.
According to the U.S. Gin (.111 mental Organization Mi1111.1:11.
1963-64, f Pl11 out by the
which also is included in the
list of the 700) there are 23
government corporations owned
and operated hy the ’.4overtnnvnt
of the Unn-i
di. I 1:1 II --11.5’
+, 14111111

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

ELECTRONIC PARTS

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
1425 W. San Carlos
CYpress 8-1212

Open Evenings
Till 9 P.M.

ROPICAIR

"HUSH HUSH. SWEET

258 8144
1969 ALUM ROCK AVE
NORTH SCREEN

292-6178

CHARLOTTE"
"RAIDERS FROM BENEATH
THE SEA"
STUDENT

RATE

"MONDO PAZZO"
"DUEL OF CHAMPIONS"

L RANCHO
ALMA and ALMADFN

SOUTH SCREEN

"GOLDFINGER"

294 2041

"LOST WORLD OF S1NBAD"
"WAR OF THE ZOMBIES"

"THE GREAT ESCAPE"

GIRLS!
Don’t Struggle with Your Weight
This Spring.

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
Swing Into Spring with a Firm
Youthful Figure
San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
Call 295-9910

in a testimonial to the

Spartan Vatly
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The XB-70 is a 2,000 mile an hour aerodynamic wonder.
But she can’t fly without equally -advanced fuels.
Standard Oil’s research skill is providing them.
Standard, in cooperation with the plane’s designer, North
American Aviation, Inc., also developed the special hydraulic
fluids she needs at supersonic speeds and 70,000-foot altitudes
...another Standard "first."
It’s the same way Standard’s scientists work with car manufacturers to produce quality gasolines and motor oils for your
automobile. Right now, with advanced experimental engines
supplied by auto-makers, they are developing your petroleum
products of the future.
This continuing research is your assurance that Standard’s
automotive products will he ready to deliver all the power and
performance designed into your car of tomorrow.

The

’,In is
man at tiff’ ,Ign 0/ the.
barbed by one of America’s most advanced
teams ... highest quality S.O.
products take better care of your car, boat
or plane,
research

The Chevron
Sign of excellence 11111111 STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

Street

STUDIO

396 SnUTH FIRST

Mann Haus

0 America’s Newest Eagle
Outraces The Sun!

CO.

§e’spixie surf’

Thrust and Parry
Marchers Say They
Went All the Way

Engineering.
The program includes many
papers on high temperature
properties of refractory metals
and of other high -temperature
materials.

Want to Tea:h
in Southern
California ?

Refund Deadline Set Dr. Hermanns

II

For Death Valley Trip Slates Series
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th will
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Today is the deadline for tuition
refunds to students who wish to
cancel their registration for the
Death Valley field studies trip,
according to Mrs. Dorothy Ellis,
field studies secretary.
Students may still cancel their
registration and obtain refunds
today from Mrs. Ellis in room

127E of the new wing of the
Science Building.
"The only way students can get
refunds after today is to get someone eke to take their place," Mrs.
Ellis said. There are still about
40 persons on the waiting list she
added.
About 216 persons will be making the trip to Death Valley for
the week-long science education
course in field studies starting
Elliss said.
April 11 , Mrs.
M
The beginner group is composed
ef 150 students, 24 students a:
Naval Ofttc,r: Programs 1111..1- in the repeater group and 24 admation Team from the Office of vanced students will be doing speNaval Of
Procurement. San cial research projects this year.
Francisco and Alameda Naval Air Mrs. Ellis said approximately 24
Station will he visiting SJS today staff members will accompany the
through Wednesday.
students,
Lt. Doris A. Peterson, Navy
In a meeting last Wednesday Dr.
Wave recruiting officer for the H. Thomas Harvey, camp director,
California area will also be a outlined the field study program
member of the team.
and Byron Bollinger, in charge of
The Navy offers commissions to living arrangements, organized
students with any collegiate major. cooking and dishwashing groups.
Dr. Harvey said all students
making the trip should check in
Mrs. Ellis at the Moth Ball
i
in Ryan between 1 and 4
knine
p.m. April 11 after arriving in
Death Valley.

Naval Recruiters
On Campus Today
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DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

Art Cleaners

293-1030 i1

L..,-.......- . .,-. . -_, , . ,-_,.-.4,
39/3 E. Santa Clara

A limited number of spaces
are still available

ONE WAY ONLY

CHARTER JET FLIGHTS
FROM EUROPE
Paris -San Francisco August 3, 1965

TO EUROPE
San FranciscoParis Sept. 9, 1965

For Faculty, Staff, Students of
The California State Colleges
FOR INFORMATION:
Office of International Programs
California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132

Dr. William Hetmanns, professor
of German, will begin a new series
of leetures, "Topical Topics," with
"Winston Churchill: An Example
of Political Integrity," as his first
talk.
The speech will be in Concert
Hall tomorrow at 230 p.m.
Dr. Hernianns came to SJS in
1946 after lecturing and doing research at Harvard University for
five Ye,"’’

Pisano To Be
On Panel Talk
At Fullbright Meet
ASH President Bob Pisano will
participate in a panel discussion
on "Student Perceptions of Higher
Education" today at the University of Santa Clara.
The discussion, following a dinner, is part of the four-day Far
West Fulbright Conference at
Stanford University. Fifty-four foreign and 25 American Fulbright
scholars will meet to trade ideas
on contemporary issues in higher
education,

Magazine Sales Halted
At CalAction Criticized
A lomporary restraining order
forbidding the on -campus sale of
Spider, a magazine supixnting the
"filthy speech movement" on the
Berkeley campus, was issued by
Arleigh Williams, dean of men
at the University of California, to
salesmen manning the booth Friday morning.
Complying immediaely to the
newest order from Acting Chancellor Martin Meyerson, the salesmen moved their table a couple
yards until they were outside
the Sather Gate boundary.
Meyerson had called the magazine "inappropriate" and its sales
"unbefitting of students," Thursday when he ordered an immediate
cessation of the sales, although
they lasted until the first run was
sold out shortly before 4 p.m.
The chancellor’s order was a
compromise measure after a meeting with the Emergency Execu-

Open Tonite ’til 9

Fare: $225 one way

BOOK
STORE

Should freskenen

live Committee, Spider editors,
Free Speech leader Mario Savio,
ASUC President Charlie Powell
and the University Civil Liberty
Commission, sponsors of the Spider sales.
Spider editorial board menthe’s
claim their limbic( is a "political
magazine," the contents of which
cannot be regulated by university
officials because of a December
8 ruling by the Academic Senate’s
committee which decides time,
place and manner of political
activity.
Salesmen reappeared briefly on
campus Friday to sell a limited
second printing which they ran
off before their presses broke
clown.
Although a large part of the
student community objected to the
sale of Spider, 2,000 people attended a noon rally Friday to criticize
Chancellor Meyerson’s ambiguity
as to the reasons for his "arbitrary" ban.

fo their heads)

But then, wouldn’t any man? If he suddenly
found all those starry-eyed gals looking at him?
So, if you think you can handle it, go
ahead, use SHORT CUT! It’ll tame the
wildest crew cut, brush cut, any cut;
give it more body, more life. Keep it
under control. And make you look
great! Try it (if you dare!) ... Old
Spice SHORT CUT Hair
Groom by Shulton ... tube
or jar, only .50 plus tax.

Spardi Festival April 2
Hy t 111;1- eit lit 1;1
ming
Sparta S.,
trom
festival featuring
competing living groups, will be
held Friday, April 2, at 8 Val, in
the Civic Auditorium.
Sparta Sings is co-sponsored by
the Associated Women Students
CAWS), and the Inter-Fraternity
Council (WO.
The theme of this year’s event
Is "The Wonderful World of Song."
Each group substitutes his own
wont in place of "song" for his
wn theme.
LARGE TURNOUT
Eliminatoin competition began
in 1964 because the campus grime
turnout was so great, according
to Bill Beckers, IFC chairman.
Elimination winners for 196:-,
Include Sigma Kappa, Alpha Phi.
and Gamma Phi Beta, women’s
division; Moulder Hall, Theta Chi
and Phi Sigma Kappa, men’s division; Chi Omega and Sigma Chi,
production: Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Delta Upsilon; Delta Gamma; Delta Sigma Phi; Alpha Omicron Pi,
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Kappa Alpha
Theta and Alpha Tau Omega,
mixed.
TICKETS RI
Tickets are $1 each and will be
sold the week preceding Sparta
Sings at booths outside the bookstore and cafeteria. They will also
be sold in the Student Business
Office and at the Civic Auditorium
the night of the performance.
Co-chairmen for the event include Bill Beckers, IFC; Jeanne
Baarts, Panhellenic; and Judy
Curry, AWS representative. Gary
Bothan, SJS student, will be master of ceremonies.

and medical records.
The first class, which begins
Monday, April 5, will be open to
22 applicants and will run for 12
weeks.
Interested students may apply
at the State Employment Service
Office, 970 W. Julian St., betweet.
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday llsrinigh
Friday.

Synoptic Analysis
Of Tropical Storms
Offered Tomorrow

use it, ito?

(They’d probably let if

Featuring All-College Choruses

Medical Transcriptionist Class To Open
Coeds wishing to be trained as
medical transcriptionists should
apply for a class before Wednesday, according to Mrs. Margot
Savage, manager of the San Jose
Employment Office.
The objective of the course is
re give training in the set-up and
IjSP
III
transcribing equipment,
knoW
le’ medical Ierminology
- -

ora err/ Won
CONNECTICUT
MUTUAL LIFE
1671 The Alameda
Suite 311
294-5660

SPUITAN DIt V-1

morelay. March 22, 1%5

The synoptic analysis measurement and forecasting of tropical
storms will be explained by Lt.
Ciller. James J. Dagdigian, meteorologist, tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in
E329.
Dagdigian, who is presently assigned to the U.S. Naval Air Station, Moffett Field, will present
first-hand knowledge and pictures
of Typhoon "Karen," which passed
Guam in November, 1962, while he
was Forecast Duty Officer there.
While in Guam, Lt. Cmdr. Dag(Helen forecast weather for an area
equal to one-fifth of the earth’s
surface and forecast the development and inevciecot of 37 typhoons in time 11’,..iirti Pacific,
The American Mel 1.111111(IgiVill
Siiiiety invites Ilse public to hear
the talk, according le Kenneth
vet, roildicit cluii)11,11

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Career Civil Service positions
in Northern California
for College Graduates
Training Programs for public contact work
Men and W01114111 IIIZIN 811111
See the Placement Office for details

INTERVIEWS OIN MARC!! 2:;, 1965

d ,
John Hathaway, Dennis Smith and
Cecil Robinson, SJS students.
AWS and IFC underwrite the
event for $175. For the past two
years profits have been donated
to the College Union fund, Seekers
said.
Until 1962, one of the htghllss
of AWS was the sponsorship of
March Melodies, .t song festival

:11/1111/Ved Iisimim,
III
centers participated. At that time
March Melodies was combined
with the men’s annual sung testis al. Spring sing, and became officially known as Sparta Sings.
The event promotes living center cooperation, group competition,
and music appreciation, Seekers
pointed t.,

POLICE OFFICERS
FOR
CITY OF SAN JOSE
Starting Salary: $620.73, after six months: $651.03. If you are

age 21 to 34, a U.S. citizen, and have completed 60 or more
units of college work (any major) your career, and the needs of
San Jose, may have much in common.
For further information and application, contact:
Civil Service Depart., Room 211, City Hall, San Jose.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Silva’s Will
Make You Feel
You’ve Struck
It Rich !
Look
how happy he is. The reason for
this elation is because Silva’s Service is so beneficial to everyone.
Silva gives so much and all he asks in return is a little
financial reimbursement. Silva even lets you use any
major credit card you wish. So let’s stake our claim at:
Take a look at this old gent.

78 So. 4th St,

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968

LATE FOR CLASS? WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU

Graduating
engineers &
scientists:
Join IBM’s
new computer

systems science
training program
Become a problem -solver and advisor to
users of IBM computer systems in areas
such as:
real-time control of industrial processes
communications-based information
systems
time-shared computer systems
graphic data processing
computer -controlled manufacturing
systems
management operating systems
engineering design automation
All engineering and scientific discipline!,
needed. IBM will give you comprehensive
training, both in the classroom and on the
job. Openings are available in all principal
cities of the U.S.
For more information see your placement
director, or call the nearest IBM branch
office. If you prefer, write to C. R. Alancraig,
IF3M Corporation, 120 Montgomery Street,
San Francisco, California 94104.

IBM
1.)e IA

.
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Golfers Win
San Jose State’s golf team bombed previously unbeaten Fresno
23-4 Friday afternoon at the San
Jose Country Club for its fifth win
of the year.

5

4

Fresno Wins
Two Straight
From S.J.S.

6teot9’

edeaged

The San Jow Slate baseball
team said goodbye to a two-game
win streak this weekend as it
dropped a two-game set to the
Last week the Spartans tied
The varsity track team has taken the (gauntry by storm with Fresno State Bulldogs 6-5 in 17
Fresno 13 1 2-13 12 on the wind
its early season marks. But perhaps overlooked in the fervor, is the innings, Friday and 6-1 Saturday.
swept Fresno State home course.
progress of the freshman team coached by Mery Smith,
In Friday’s; four-hour 17 inCerrudo did some outstanding
San Jose State has a reputation for outstanding freshman teams. ning marathon. the Spartans
shooting on the back nine Friday.
staged a three -run rally in the
Following a two-over 35, he came The Spart;tbabes have won the national championship numerous times
eighth to osereome ml -1-1 Bullyears.
also
big
recent
Usually,
in
were
however,
stars
the
freshman
back with a scorching four-under
dog lead, as Fresno
itted
33 on the back nine to card his 70. names in high school. But in any school several of these big names
three errors.
Ron Cerrudo led the S.IS charge
with a tazo-under-par 70.

JUAN SERRANO
Flamenco Guitarist
Sat. Eve., Mar. 27
I p m. - Montgomery Theatre
in Civic Aud. Bldg.
Tickets: $3.00. Buy Now
For Choice Reserved Seats !
D. E. WENDELL WATKINS BOX
OFFICE in Sherman Cloy.
89 So. ht St.

CY 3-6252

? SMART STUDENTS .11
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: If you earned a "B" average
4.
4. in your FALL SEMESTER you
will receive an EXTRA 20%
discount or savings of $50.
$150 on CAR INSURANCE.
This scholastic discount is in addition to 2 -car, compact-car and
driver training discounts offered
only through STATE FARM INSURANCE.

STARTS

ODA
ENDS
FRIDAY

CALL

PAUL J. SCOLA
Off. 266-5908
Res: 266-5908
******* etefFiefaleagasauelfraufauli

do not jisi1ij ove use] whelmingly, or for various reasons, do not conRobin Tomlin opened
ic, in school after their freshman year.
with a routine fly to
smitiee squad, on the ether hand, is a different brand. Very which bounced off the
of the competitors were big high seined stars. Already, how- le of leftfielder Dewey
-r, the Spurtabahes !lase trounced Foothill and Amerlean His ar two base error.
lisnior Colleges, both ranked isisiong the hest in the nation, and the
-.Lanford freshmen. 111 addition, not one freshman was declared
siholastically
Although track is an individual sport and the freshmen are
ill in the process of getting to know one another, it is a lively spit -a-,1 group that takes the field each Saturday.
Track competitors ant field event members are always
-waging one another. Somebody is always lending a hand.

en-

Perhaps one of the most touching scenes at most freshman meets
is observing distance stars Art Burkhard and George Weed frolicking
about in gay spirits one moment. striving to ease the tension of
the day. Minutes later, both may be seen gazing at their coach in
admiration as he discusses race strategy.

With one out, pinch -hitter Dave
Salinero hit a sharp grounder to
second which was kieked, sending
Tomlin to thir 1 Dick [hooks then
hit a shot to sharistop Bob Shanze
who knocked the ball down. Before
he could rec.:wee Tomlin had
scored. Tony Hernandez singled
to the infield unit SJS had another
run. The score was tied when
Brooks scored on a fieldri’s choice
and an error.

When Walt Channels almost pulled the upset of the year, narrowly losing to 880 yard champ Kay King, it was not just Smith
and Channels involved.
The entire freshman team was standing tin the edge of the grass,
identifying, yelling encouragement.
Smith
and has
progress,
powerful

the ironing
left center
belt buckBelli tom’ a

has taken five two milers who never broke 10 minutes,
them running under 9:38. If they maintain that rate of
within a few years the Spartan varsity will have the most
distance group ever assembled.

"My so-called second choice boys are making the coaches who
grabbed the stars eat thir words," said Smith.

Neither team (amid wore In
the ninth and started the 101h
in horse% of ending matters as
soon as 1111,40)11..
Seven innings later the playern were still hoping.
The Bulldogs got a break in the
top if the 16th. With one out and
a runner on second. Fresno State
secondbaseman Katsu Shitanishi
ripped one to left to put the Bulldogs in the lead, 5-4.

In the Spartan 16th, Matt Miho"I have faith in my program and unyielding confidence in my lovich got aboard on an error and
tram. Track has its frustrations, bat the rapport our squad has mosed to second on a fielder’s
choice. Then with two outs, Gordy
established has made coaching this team a privilege."
Shimizu tapped a looping fly to
left center which fell in for a single. Miholovich, getting the green
light all the way, scored the tieing run. On the play, Shimizu was
gunned down at second to send the
game into the 17th.
Fresno State scored another
The intramurals basketball tour- in last place are the Newman
run ha its half of the ’amine on a
nament wrap-ups as announced by Knights, 2-5.
walk and a stolen base by Dan
In the "E" League contests, Pallard. Shanze then hit a run
Intramurals director, Dan Unruh,
standings find the defeat-fleeing producing double to left. The’
look like this:
Fugitives in first place, 7-0: the Spartans got out of the Inning
In March 18 complition, SAE
Freshmen, 6-1; the Severances, 5-2; without further trouble.
downed EPi 57-23. Delta Xi Alpha the Hawkes, 4-3; the Markham MaRelief pitcher Doug Modrell
won over Phi Sigs, 50-41. Phi rauders and the Vandals tied with put the first two SJS batters
Kappa Alpha trounced Delta Up- 2-5 records, each, and lastly, the down In order before giving a
cellar-riding Hamburgers, who just walk to pinchhltter Larry alysilon, 41-26.
couldn’t seem to cut the mustard ere.
In the "A" Longo e, Awful
groveling in the deep, dark dolDon Brooks then look a called
Awfuls are in first place with a (1111111s, With a record of no wins thhal strike and class was dismisI
phi
7-0 record, followed by Alpha
and seven losses.
sed for the day.
Alpha, 6-1; the Chuggers and

Intramural Basketball Schedule Ends,
Unruh Names Tournament Winners

Burdicks, tied for third, 4-3, each:
the Ball busters, 3-4; and the
Fathers and Animals in the cellar.

Traveling
South?
If you’ll soon be on your way to
warmer places (Easter vacation
is only 14 school days away)
we’ve got a suggestion to improve your gas mileage.

With riders who split costs
... you save money, share
driving, and meet new
friends. It’s easy to find
riders with the Daily Classified’s Transportation Section.

J206
294-6414, Ext. 2465
10:30-3:30 daily

with 2-5 records.
In the "B" League, ATO
lcam is first, 6-0, with the
aiidning sixes going to SAE No
7,1, Red Horde and Sig Eps t
Ii’ third, 3-3, each; DU No.
h with 2-4; and a two-way tie
the cellar between Sigma
DSP No, 2, 1-6, each.
In the "C" League, the Animals
old the Vandals share first place
Hanors with identical 6-1 records.
they are followed by the Lobos,
5-2; the Rimmers, 3-4; the Ferii.
2-5; and a two-way cellar tie I.tween the Allen Haulers, and Ili.
Alphonse, 1-6, each.
In "D" League contests. lb.
;inter of placements runs: Swishers, 6-1; PEK and Amboy Dukes.
tied with 5-2; the Panthers, Gym
Rats and Uglies, all tied for
fourth place with 3-4 records; and

EXCITING POSTERS
BY DAVID OSBORN and
CHARLES WOODS

nit

These posters are to Contempor
ary Art as the billboards of
’Toulouse - LauTrec were to Impressionist Art.
Botanical Series
A Garden of Trees/2D
.., Jive, blue,
A

G,aden of Fruit Trees/2C
--range, red,

A ’Ga,clen

of LI-1-:;.;b.s/28
ve, lavender,

A Garden of Wildflowers/2A

Historic Events Series

WHY LOOK ANY FURTHER?

/s

Only a Few
from

Seas and Ocean Series

San Jose

The Best Pizza in

Declaration of Independence/
58
while, blue. black.
Driving the Last Spike/SC
PA, yellcw, blue, black.
Battle of Monitor 8 Merrimac/
5A Grey, blue grey, red, t
Pacific Ocean/3A
Yell,w, green, purple, laver.
d,..
Atlantic Ocean
B
n, lavender, green,
is
.-. black, tan.
Caribbean Sea/3D
Blue, mustard, green, olive,
brown. lavender.
Indian Ocean
Y.
le, red, It orange,
1-.life.

Blocks

SJS.

The Corner of 10th 84 William, With
the Checkerboard Sign of the PIZZA

Transportation Series

HAVEN, Always Means the Best in

Sailing Ship/6D
r;
I brown, olive, Each!,

Food and Service.

; purple, lavender,

RU
10th

right on campus

William

Magellan/ IA
B .
white on grey,
Lewis & Clark/ID
131
Ian.
Columbus/I 8
M... i I.
I !us. brown, ivory
9",Y

Marcc Polo/IC
is blue -grey, black, buff rn

Old Testament Series
Garden of Eden/4A

Balloon/6A

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Voyages of Exploration
Series

PIZZA
HAVEN

Phone
293.1310

Steamship/6C
i .
mustard, grey,
I.
Train/68
Green, alive, grey, blue-grey,
purple.

fan, mufard, orange
Battle of Jerico/411
Mustard, brown, black.
The Flood/4C
black.
Purple, bi,e, It. b’
Crossing the Red Si--,/4D
is,.
P. -1
orange,

Each in a colorful mailing tube $1.75

Co
Downtown
112 S. 2nd Street
Free Parking

Since 1916

Valley Fair
Shopping
Open

Center
Nibs

SJS Sports
Competition
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See It
Intramural Director Dan Unruh his a problem.
It’s called success.
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He has such a big intramural program it appears as if the ASH
isn’t going to he able to afford it. He figures he’ll need close to $8,600
to operate next year’s program.
The ASH feels he should be able to operate with 86,630 when
last year’s budget was $6,990 and the year before, 1963-64, it was
$7,025.
If the San Jose State Intramural program at
Id be allotted
only slightly more than six grand, the results would be less than
amusing.
First, according to Unruh, the most successful sport, basketball,
would be limited to 85 teams and a maximum of 290 games.
This year 144 teams participated in 427 games.
Secondly, the intramural football program would be limited to
40 teams and a maximum of 180 games.
This year 46 teams competed in 230 games.
Let’s face it, a $6,650 budget for intramurals just wouldn’t be
too cute at all.
Three or four years ago, a smaller budget would have been
fine. Now, with nearly 7,300 participants expectd next year, lack
of funds would be Injurious to a highly successful program.

the
3nd

ate
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ull-

Unruh definitely isn’t trying to operate with a padded budget.
This year he is running $650 short.
"I had more basketball teams than I had budgeted for," he explains. "and if I can’t make it on this year’s budget, a cutback with
even more participants expected next year will be serious."
Unruh’s success with the San Jose State intramural program has
’hen he took over in 1991, only eight intramural

been remarkable.
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sports with

1,901 participants were offered. This year, 19 sports
are offered with a total of close to 7,000 participants.

True, increased school enrollment helps. However, based on a
comparison between total enrollment and participants, it’s obvious
that Unruh really has something big going for SJS students.
When we asked Unruh what accounted for the large number of
students participating in the intramural program, he had a quick
aIS wer.
"It’s largely due to competent officiating," Unruh pointed out.
-In the team sports, success comes because of good officials, which
we have been fortunate to have in the past."
Officials, by the way are the biggest item on the budget, with
$4,000 allocated for next year but an additional $1,400 is needed.
Unless consideration is given to continue and provide sufficiem
funds by which the intramural program may continue to grow and
most efficiently meet the needs of the students, Unruh is going to
have to make some pretty tough decisions.
I will have to limit the numher of participants In football,
basIwtball and softball or reduce the efficieney of the intramural
program by using just one official in the aforementioned sports."
It would be a crime to cut back on a program which is so successful and involves so many students.
Let’s hope the Financial Advisory Board realizes the importance
of the intramural program at SJS and allows it to sail onward with
enough cash to permit every student, who wishes, to part ieiptite.

TODAY
int rumor:its
Fraternity c’onsolation Bask,
11 Tournaments and upper and
..%in division basketball burns.
’slits.
THURSDAY
Swimming
Thursday, March 23 -Saturday,
March 27 NCAA swimming at
Ames, Iowa.
Baseball
At SE State, 3 p.m.
Intramurals
Fraternity Basketball playoffs.
FRIDAY
Tennis
At SF State. 2:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
Track and Field
At Stanford, 1:30 p.m.
Baseball
At University of Nevada, 12
noon.
The Spartan golf team’s match
with the University of California
at Berkeley. originally scheduled
for today at Berkeley at 1:30
p.m. will be played tomorrow instead. The match will be held at
the Orinda Country Club.
The rained-out baseball game
between USF and SJS has been
rescheduled as a doubleheader
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. in the
Sparian Stadium.

Jeff Lawson Stars
In Freshman Meet
’Coach Mery Smith’s spirited
Spartababes, sparked by several
surprising performances, defeated
San Jose City College and College
of Mateo in a triangular at Spartan Field Friday.
CSM, rated one of the finest
distance teams in the state with
two 9:21 two milers, won the mile,
hut the Spartababes won the 880
and the two mile.
Discus thrower Jeff Lawson’s
i 163 ft. heave was the best freshman toss in the country this year.
II :h jumper Bill Fowler, with
a
best in high school, leaped
6-4.
Walt Channels coasted to a
1:53.8 win in the 880.
"The biggest surprise of the
Hay, however," said Smith, "was
l the 880 performance by Bruce
Anderson. I didn’t think he had
he potential to be a good distance
runner so I almost cut him from
cross-country. He has come down
from a 2:09 half mile in high
elitsil to a 157 vecIrrrlay.2111ƒ111111111MICW’

SJS Sports World

f sorry

1.tat Fiaser, fight wing on the
SJS soccer team, has been chosen
as the cover boy for the 1965
NCAA soccer guide.
Roger Debaye, the French 1960
Olympic track team coach and
correspondent for five European
newspapers visited with SJS track ’
coach Bud Winters Friday and
Saturday.
The SJS football coaches will
hold a dinner tomorrow for all
the high school and junior college
football coaches that missed the
first dinner. They will hold a similar dinner for all the high school
and janiiir college football coaches
from
the
Sacramento-Stockton
area.

905-A

"Voice Command" TAPECORDER
... starts at the sound of your voice!
[Pf:

CIIARGEABLE
===:,

EARLY DERBY
CHANTILLY, France tUPD
The French Derby first was run
in 1836.

The AC powered lower unit
automatically charges the
905’s lifetime batteries and
is also an auxiliary
amplifier/ speaker system.

PARTABLE

The upper unit Instantly
detaches and is a complete
battery powered portable
recorder with builtin
speaker, AVC and voice
activating circuitry.

Angelo’s
SPECIAL

SJS Volleyball Star
in Tokyo Olympics
a troll,. car track dividing the
By PHIL WARING
SJS student Bill Griebenow cur- l two streams of traffic.
"Our driver honked the horn,
rent coach of the Sigma Phi Epthen moved onto the tracks. About
silon intramural volleyball team,
a block and a half away there
was a member of the U.S. volleywas a trolley ear heading towards
in
the
played
which
ball squad
us. We managed to get back
1964 Tokyo Olympics.
in the lane before the trolley
When in Japan for the Olympics, mitred by."
Bill felt the highlight of the
Bill did little sight seeing, but he
Tokyo adventure was marching in
enthusiastically observed Japanese
the opening and closing ceremonies
culture and customs.
of the games.
"Tokyo Is rapidly adopting West"In the opening ceremony, each
ern ideas. Modern Japanese wear country remained isolated. The
Western clothing styles, while old closing was especially meaningful
people still wear the Kimono and because all the countries marched
other traditional garments.
in together, symbolizing the kinCommenting on the quality Jap- ship anti unity the athletes of the
anese goods available at low various nations had established
prices, he said, "Since the Olym- after this period of competition."
pics were in Tokyo, prices went.
up so that you ended up paying
as much as you would in the
states. But outside Tokyo, in some
of the smaller villages, prices were
"It’s a toss up between the two.
more reasonable."
goes out in front more and
Elliott
The athletes had occasional

British Miler Weeks
Rates Snell, Elliott

breaks from practice and competition. One night, 6-4 Bill and
two teammates decided to walk
downtown. They wore their LBJ
cowboy hats Issued to them by
the Olympic committee.

Ilfondav
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March ’2? lcIR’S

Gonzales Exhibition
In Spartan Gym
\.%

Six-time
current

.. I

champiun

Davis

U.S.

Cup

exhibition

match against Pancho Segura in fice or Gordon’s Sport Shop.
the Spartan gym Saiturdaj, at 8
p.m.
"G0111.111es,

ii

ho

has

the

powerful serve in the game. mull
be meeting one of the most coke ful tennis players in the world III
his

match

against

Segura,"

varsity tennis coach.
Segura’s unorthox two-handed
style baffles opponents and has
delighted spectators throughout
the world.
In the preliminary at 7:30 p.m.,
Nick Carter, a teaching professional at the Arden Hills Club in
Sacramento, will clash with Dick
Gould, a teaching pro from Fremont Hills Club in Los Altus Hills.

mind

The references to Peter Snell
and Herb Elliott, the two greatest
milers in track history, was made
"Ernie Suwura, Keith Erickson by John Weeks, a 1:49.8 half
also a member of UCLA’s 1964 miler from England.
national championship basketball
Weeks, who gave Snell one of
team) and I were surprised when
his most difficult races, is curthe Japanese laughed while obrently training at Spartan Field.
serving us. They were amazed at
Weeks, 26, was Britain’s 880
the size of ’those Americans’."
champion in 1961, but an injury
A tall Japanese is 5-6.
sustained outside of competition
The school children especially
kept him sidelined for three
endeared themselves to Bill. "They
months, and subsequently, out of
in ould wait around until as late as
the 1964 Olympics.
10 ital, to get our autographs and
of
diii
addresses. Then in a couple
there would bC a gift for us.
Study in
received five strands of little pate
Guadalajara, Mexico
swans which are similar to a goi I
The Guadalaiara Summer School, a
luck charm. Each strand
fully accredited University of Arixona
about three feet long and had m
program, conducted in cooperation
with professors from Stanford Univer
200 swans, all carefully folded."
shy, University of California, and
Commenting on the cab drivel
Guadalajara, will offer June 28 to
in Tokto, 1301 said. "You thin I,
Aug. 7, art, folklore, geography, his.
cabbies in New York are bail.
tory, language and literature courses
Tuition,
board and room is $265.
in Tokyo they are amazing. They
Write Prof. Juan B. Reel,
don’t signal for left turns, they
lu.! honk the horn and move. We
P.O. Box 7227, Stanford, Calif.
rat a two-lane street with’

Served with Potatoes, Fresh
Vegetable, Bread and Butter.

$165

Angelo’s
Steak House
72 E. Santa Clara
San Jose, California

GO GO!
Roared

"THE ORIGINALS"
The Newly Enlarged

c**

ROARING 20’s LOUNGE
MOONLITE LANES
2780 EL CAMINO REAL
SANTA CLARA
MOONLITE SHOPPING CENTER
COME EARLY!! Dancing From 8 P.M.
411.11.1061602111111161111

Check
who’s coming
on campus
March 24,25&26
(With lots of careers in the
booming communications field!)

SUPERSCOPE

San Jose

Like This!

Dance to the Wild Rh thm of

LOMPLETE

ALCO PARAMOUNT

Phone (213) 274.0729

The Roaring 20’s Never

1295

79 So. Third St.

Sept. 11, Brussels to N.Y.

SIERRA TRAVEL OF BEVERLY HILLS

ONLY

One Block from Campus
Open Every Weeknight
Use A/co’s Credit Plan

CY 3-6252

0875 Santa Monica Blvd

Solid state, lightweight and
85/e" X
compact (41/4 lbs.
61/2" X 25/8"). Up to 2 hours
recording on one reel.
Complete with leather
carrying case.

SCALOPPINI

Benefit Performance
for the Auxiliary of the
Good Samaritan Hospital
CIVIC AUD., SAN JOSE
TOMORROW NIGHT ot 8:30
’tickets: $4.75. $4.00, $3.50, $2.50
on sale at
WENDELL WATKINS
Box Office in Sherman Cloy
89 So. 1st St.

Charter Flight New York -Europe $264.00 R.T.
June 15, N.Y. to Brussels

PORTABLE

avec les Champignons

ac-

cording to Butch Krikorian, SJS

of the Day
VEAL

Tickets may be purchased at
tennis , the Student Affairs Business Of-

Gonzales

Pancho

team captain
will play an

and general admission, and $3 reserved

tennis section.

In the final event of the night,
losing occasionally. there will be a doubles match
Involving the four players.
He regards track as more of it
Tickets are $1 for students, $2
sport than Elliott."

doesn’t

5
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All Equal Opportunity Employer
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April 1 Deadline
For Robe Orders
J.’ .11

4If

Spartaguide

-4--

Job Interviews

.
liberal arts with
minitocto oi one year accounting
.1. Abinios wills iiiinimurn of one
I ull-lime banking experience.
it.,,ttion. in branch management
trainee program and other trainThe Amerkan National Red ing programs. Citizenship required.
Cross: sociology, psychology, so- Military exempt or completed.
cial welfare, social science, recreaOrtho Pharmaceutical: business,
tion majors for positions in recrea- liberal arts, science background
t ion 1 women only 1 and social helpful. Positions in sales. Citizenwork. Citizenship required. Male ship not required. Male only. Work
or female
Its California.
All interviews will be la -1.1
the Placement Center. ADM234
cheek at the eepter ti taw 11

TODAY:
Balkan Alliance. 6.30 p m ,
WCI(II Folk slanting.
Relations limb, 7
Indust Hal
E327. David S. Blanchard,
deputy director of International
Labor Office, will speak on "Social
and Economic Labor Problems."

he serving as delegate:, limn other
colleges. universities sir learned
societies at or. Robert Clark’s
inauguration, May 4. are asked
to order needed academic regalia :
from the Issokstore before April 1.
Delegates who need regalia
should till out the form sent to
Pacific. Gas and Electric Consthem when they were appointed
Security First National Rank:
delegates and send it to the In - accounting, business administr, I’ try: electrical and mechanical
Signups for teacher interviews
,.th
.:.,:ineering majors for positions
it1:1110,
economieC,;::
I
appoint. systems operation, design and begin two weeks before
:ilysis, construction and sales ment date, in the Placement Cen:tineering. Citizenship required. ter, ADM234.

THIS WEEK’S

Aerospace corporation:
, electrical engineering,
,.1s., 1114/iN fin’ I5(0:16011S in reach and development in high
,thition radar, design and analyof aerospace structure and
-4E. Citizenship required. Work
Phoenix.

SPECIAL
LADIES’ PLAIN

TOPCOATS
Cleaned & Pressed

$105 each
A Regular $1 59 Value

GOLDEN WEST
CLEANERS
25 S. 3rd - San Jose
292-1052

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
111111====

AUTOMOTIVE 121

8EDROOM APT., ,IVIng rm. paneled
M17 apt. 4. 295-8101.
I BDRM. APT., (urn. $49, Close tc
.L 2’247 for infc.
EXCLUSIVE APT.. 2 bdrms., 2 baths and
r from SJS. 460 S. 4th, No

TIRE CHAINS - Sales 8 Rentals. Paul VACANCY AT SYCAMORE HALL
Navarra & Lehmann Bros., 1837 S. 1st
, "master. 357 E. S,
294.0204.
293-7839.
’58 EDSEL 4 dr hdtp.. ww. new I
2 BR. APT. NR. SJS, w/pool. $100 Po’
trans. Per;
5395. 269-1691.
n.
297.8877 or 286-5398.
’64 YAMAHA 125 cc. Ng less than $350.
NEED one girl to share w/3 others. The
1S’ate House. 508 S. Mb, No. 18. 286
)4.000 mi 5858.
60 VW
I MALE 7c, share new unapp. apt. $36.26
... .
’61 CHRYSLER CONV. Lie new. F ’
r
798-1524.
___
G ’T eir
:
- 751 :..,9:.
2 MALE ioper div. studeiTts-to SITare
KARMAN GHIA ’61
, d "J
’
2 others. P/7-7893.
,
LARGE SINGLE Ristf.---- Males. $35 8
62 MGA MK11 .’.
’ .
720 S. 3rd.
UPPER DIV. male student to share Igo
- P t. Quiet. 46 S. 12th. $30.
liarr
VOLKSWAG CONV. 5
’61
i
NOW RENTING Student Housing. Irn
’56 FORD WAGON. C ean. Runs gold.: mediute occupancy. Convenience, Low
’ .
,521. eves.
1 rates. Also taking appli. for summer ren
Ex. cond. $180. John. Ital. Sum. Rates. 695 S. 11th. 286-3057 8
’62 VESPA 1 50
1241-1000._
.’ I _’. Excellent cond. 2 ROOMS - 1 reg. size, I large w
60 FALCON
or;vt. show,. Cooking opt. $35 & $40
2 d . ., ,.,, . r Girl over 21. Call eves. & wknds. 292
’55 BUICK CENTURY
- 9105.
,
r
, $30 MONTH - Clean rooms, 1/2 bloc’
58 CHEVY
us. SOUL. SJS. Kitchen, liv. rm., showers. No least
nog. Utilities pd. 292.1327.
6 cyl. Gocd MEN - Clean private rooms. Qualit,
60 FORD
!cod by pref. chef. 295-4049. 190S. 15.1
-rornic corn. COED - Clean room /kit. priv. in e
’63 MORRIS COOPER
293,5931,
change for light housekeeping. Mrs,
Cil’e 444 So 6th, 295-6513.
58 MGA
MARRIED COUPLE preferred fur I bed
,
,g ideal! 649 S. 9th, No. 6
ONE BORN. DUPLEX, $85. Huge roc,m.
FOR SALE (3)
& San Carlos. Call mgr. c.
,
lOth. Apt. I. 286-3875.
300 for $29
WEDDING
We+-JHi Pre
FOR RENT
G.rri-Ged I hr .tpt
r
190 cm
SKIS $110i
’
Waved ;
LOST AND FOUND (6)
,.. ’
REMINGTON MONARCH

,

B&J PRESS CAMERA w
NEW

.

4,5 Fis

05, CompeCtio,
coots. $40. 294

LOST
Nee.)

CJITIPU.
1

P

d. 298.1239.
SERVICES 181

TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Wonl
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378-8577.
HELP WANTED (41
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Cheh
AMATEUR ENTERTAINERS - Most be Bailey. 286.5386. 449 W. San Carlos.
s r
groups. bands, TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc
Call RE 6-6246. Between 12-2 p.m. Pica electric. 243-6313.
SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS, boys or girls
Sewing, fitting, designing and tailoring
FEMALE TELEPHONE SOLICITORS
293-5009.
4 Q ’.....,pendable. Rena Ware
17.,,tt;butc,s. $1.50 hr. 286.4745, Mrs. TYPIST - Neat, fast, corrections made
Mrs. O’Neill, 377-7843,
TV’S FOR RENT
GIRLS - GIRLS GIRLS
Special student rates $8 per mo. Ce11
Floater. ra7t time w,r1, at Our phone 377-2935 after 4 p.m.
order desle. Aptly at 505 S. 10th, Rm TROUBLED BY HIGH INSURANCE
ic.2, 4 3..5,30. MRL cloo. of CMBI.
RATES ON FINANCED AUTOS? HAVE
PART TIME WORK -- Eve. & S IL 10 THE USED CAR DEALER OR BANK’
15 f.’s, p" wcek. Flexible Guarantee PHONE US. LOWEST FIRE, THEFT
COLLISION RATES. FINANCED AUTO
a,Y1. t, stat. Car & refe-n-es nec
DEPT. REXXO CO.. 298-4321.
Must be over 19. Complete
.
RENT A TV
yam. Fuler Brush Co. Ph.me 6.8 p.m.
251-2594
Cell Esche
377-3430.
GERMAN TUTOR - Experienced. Cal
HOUSING I S)
29/-6166. Gudrun.

To plate an ad:
MOTHER OLSEN’S BOARDING HOUSE
-Men. Best food in town. NOW apt
Call at
units. Linen & maid serv. Kit. & laund
Classified Adv. Office - J206
facil. 3 TV’s. 122 N. 8th, CY 5-9504.
MWF 9:30-3:30
$20 wk.
T-Th 10:30-3:30
ROOM & BOARD - Women, $75 mo
handy order blank. Enclose
No contract no curfew. Unappr. House Send in
on bus line nr. SJS. 286.4331.
cash or check. Make cheek out sr
Classifieds.
Daily
THE SANDS - 2 bdrm. (urn., $160 mo Spartan
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2466
Accommodate 4. 460 S. 10th. 297-4604.

1.y brand, Ross Brothers and
Hontgoinery: accounting, or MBA
.th accounting undergraduate or
-situate degree. Positions as staff
-,:countant. Citizenship not rep:iced. Male or female. Work in
,rthern California.
ti ,111:1 I Itcl issue Service-U.S.
.1 ,ir s
Atting, liberal arts,
1.11 ..,1111,-,, business adminis..ti.to majors for positions as
!I:0 1,5011111, :00.111. ievenue ofla’s technician. Citizenship
quired. Work in Northern Cali, Ilia.

Named Consultant
I tr. Mat -land K. Strasser, profes-r of safety and driver education
SJS, has been named a con,:iltant to the Minnesota highway
:. Artie safety study,
rhe project is an in-depth study
A state government functions as
related to highway safety, being
,..aultieted
by
the Automotive
Safety Foundation. Final recommend:dittos of the study will be
.resented to the Minnesota State
1.egislature in 19(37 for adoption
;old implementation.
- -

Bakmas
Flower
Shop
Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
CY 2-0462

100, & Sante Clara

Teaching
Interviews

TODAY:
Santa Ana Unified and Junior
College Districts Orange County )
etc iir ntar y, junior high, hi);Ii
Plelitail, junior college.
Oxnard Elementary School District (Ventura County): elementary.
San Rafael City Schools (Mann
County): elementary, junior high,
high school.
Coalinga Junior College (Fresno
County): elementary, junior high,
high school.

Twit mitt )%% :
toti, 7 V) pm, 79 5.
I ’,III.,
e, I.1.e, tote
hdit.
with Iltsger MeAulihr
r,
r.r,,
of Santa Clara,
"Christ and Married Love."
Friends of SNCC, 3:30 1.511
TH55, Henry Anderson, KPFA
commentator and editor of Farm
Labor Journal, will speak on the
relevance of StiCC’s Mississippi
projects.
Pershing Rifles, 2:30 p.m., B40.
Staff meeting.
Young Republicans, 8 p.m., E132.
Rev. Kyle will give the dissenting
view on civil rights
tive Engineers,

Stiviety of Aut
730 p.rn., A1-1107.

,..tiela
Marketing
illerieall
. Garden City 11.11,1,,,,
Hon, X p
Slab, oI IIvent AMA lour Sp, ;t1,
er is john Kotler, Ili:Th.41 ,01,
manager tOr PSA.
American Meteorological Society,
7:30 p.m., E329. Lt. Cindy. JIIITICS
J. Dagdigian will speak on the
analysis, measurement and fore- ,
casting of tropical storms.
Hillel, modern Hebrew classes.
’2:30 p.m., College Union,
Spartan Spears, 6:15 p.m., A104.

TOMORROW:
AWN, 4 p.m., College Onion
Oakland Public Schools (AlaOpen meeting.
meda (’ounty): elementary, high
Spartan Christian Felloss ship, ’
school.
9 1,11) 1111
Savanna Elementary School Dis11111.
Chi Sigma Epsilon, 3
trict, Anaheim (Change Count,
elementary.
Circle K Club, 130 p.m.. College
Centralia Elementary School Dis
’Ilion.
trict, Buena Park (Orange Cour,
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., 112.
ty): elementary.
Pledges meet in cafeteria B at
WEDNESDAY:
.; p.m.
Campbell Union High School
I#58031127-1-e-AZAZGOCCICP2W7Gror-SWQ
District (Santa Clara Count,
high school.
Fly to Europe
NS
Los Banos Unified School DI.
this summer on
trict (Merced Countyt: elemen
tatty, junior high, high school.
via
litIll
Santa Marla Joint Union flight
low group rates
Itkl
School District (Santa Barbar:i
tliti
A regularly scheduled
County I : high school.
THURSDAY:
West Covina Unified School Di,.
t rict 11.00 Angeles County): ele
l4li Iltk
mentary.
Riverside Unified School District kill
(Riverside County): elementitt:
4
high school.
Santa Cruz City Schools (Sant,
Cruz County): elementary, junior
high, high school.
FRIDAY:
Inglewood Mailed School District 11.0x Angeles County): elementary. high school.
Merced City School District
elementary,
County) :
I Merced
junior high.
Burbank Unified School District
(Los Angeles County): elementarN
junior high, high school.

flight
Open only to S.J.S.C.

St1
b,

faculty, students,

SN

employees.

lit%

to Sept. 8

Lord
as a
form
that

"Who has believed Oar report and to whom is the arm
revealed? For He (Messiah) shall grow up before Him
tender plant, and as a root out of dry ground: He
or comeliness; and when we shall see Him, there is no
we should desire Him.

Call CY 3-3992
Only a few

left

seats

’t

i1ONS

CLOSEmoirri

TO. MAKE ROOM FOR A 1 RFMENIMS STOCK OF

-CliMPING EWA & MENG TACKLENk
CHOICES
tiCOME EARLY - FIRST COME ..famirmineasamaseesnermiaragamarammer,upumearso%

BUY-TRUE-RENT

411 MIATIQUE

(.......’wticne, %%5

TATTERSALL

I

SKIS

7...

WOOL STRETCH
MEN’S - WOMEN’S CHILDREN’S - SOME
NON STRETCH ALSO iii

Ereyrie
Made its

64.19

,

111.30

2

kis & Bind- 1 159 BRICINGS
SAVE .....
Ainqs. (Used) 14

TRADITIONALS

I

rli711

4NEW BOOTS I/
ues Name Brands/2
3.99
Child’s Boots
CC.1 AFTER SKI
PSKI
BOOTS
POLES

Jose

r

29.5C

2.8

wzdiudrE

STORE FOR MEN

SKI
PANTS

SKIS
149R1g.

ADULT’Sl

N

flIti

SKI
I SWEATERS
, TIIERMUNDERAL

5.90

TO /2’ ,.,,’..nitt,.177

SKI SOX .
USED SKIS Auto
99
90e
599 (retinue
and Others
.7c361, daoss-e-lbacaraims
SLEDS-TOCOGGANS-SAUCERS
’
-SALES AND RENTALS
meseesemem,;
.
_ semeemeeme-reezmwe
s,lemeeo.e,ememmmees...iiiiiinek..---waer
I
WET SUITS
.URFBOARD Blanks i n99
reg.
19.95
I7
I
Surfer JACKET
’Finish It Yourself

SNOW
4TURTLE NECK
AT.SHIRTS 199 SHOES
FOR KIDS
$reg. 4.95

I

5

4

3.88

14ki Parkas

1299 17
RUBBElit
I
FOAM
NALIGAHYDE
1

.

EVERY SIZE

19

ii’AND OTHER UPHOLSTERY FABRICS. Reg.
3.00 to 12.00 yd.

"He is despised and rejected of seen; a man of sorrows, and
acquainted with grief: and we hid as it were our faces from Him:
He was despised and we esteemed Him not. Surely He has born our
griefs and carried our sorrows: yet we did esteem Him stricken,
smitten of God and afflicted. But He was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our
peace was upon Him; and with His stripes we are healed.

P I.

’

No Charge for Special SizeslIll

yd.

BUY-SELL -TRADE RENTFll
’10,11 NS and

3

‘res2MrSiAri

Line 50% MP
SLEEPING BAGS
WHITE STAG SeciaI
Fgagri
While ita
-s’.
Bau
OFF!! Scout
99 ,:
SPECIAL 5 LB. FILL

Wir.*-AMMUNITION.IriShin
FLOOR SAMPLES

99

...4
T.( emy.D......) d
C’4
,111101110.
&pea. Sole

UMIIRI.I.I.A
still ItOOM
(11.11.ET
CABIN
2-21.,
LAMA.
V %PHA

STRIPES

361010
’
4 LB. MILIUM 40 x I3C 1 A On
oversized. Reg. 32.50 I 4.
6 LB. KING SIZE
42 s84. Reg. 39.50

CONVERSE, CHUCK TAYLOR

We suggest to gain
the attention desired
Our TATTERSALL
STRIPES are mach
admired. They’re tapered and pleated in
fine Chambray Cloth.
to attract the ladies as
light draws the snolh.

BASKEIBM
SHOES

REG, 9.95
SIZES
6 TO 14

($5.00 - $5.95))

Decide for yourself, who is the Messiah? Are His claims reason.
able? Is the record accurate and clear? Is not Jesus Christ the only
one Person in all of history ina unique position to meet man’s deepest needs and carry His daily burdens? Trust Him today and find
out in experience.

II I I I 1111 111101111 11111 I 1111111 I 11111 I I I I 1 III I 1111 I I I 111111111111111 I 11111111111 1 11111110111 I I I 111111 II 11111111 I II 1111011 111111111 I 1111 I 1111 I I II I I 1111 1111 I I I II I I III I I I I I II I II I I

*7-7T Nlyn .35o1,1 I Pi :T.:1914-U(

N
Sk,
,S

of the
(God)
has no
beauty

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791, Palo Alto

makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
do as nnllions do ... perk up
with safe, el fee live No 1)0Z
Keep A lent Tablvta.
Menai tine Nuchiet of Glare Laberateliet.

BOOTS

\

The remarkable prophecies of this passage were fulfilled in mia
ute detail by one man, Jesus Christ, whose if, is an open book for
you to examine for yourself. Consider this Old Testament foreview of
Christ and then check the New Testament record: John 12:38, Mat.
thew 27:30, 31. 8:17, 26:62, 63; 27:12-14; 27:11-26 27:57.60; 27:38:
Mark 15:3-5; Luke 22:37; 23:34; Acts 8:32-33; 13:38, 39; Romans
325, 5:15.18; I Peter 2:22-24.

without harmful stimulants
N0D0zTM keeps you mentally
:ilea with the same safe re1 resher found in coffee. Yeti
Nollox is faster, handier. more
reliable. Absolutely not lia bitlorrning. 7\o -s, t brie monotony

tki

/
(

"All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned
-’re
to his own way, and the Lord has laid on Him (the Massis,)
iniquity of us all. He was oppressed and He was affl.....ed, ye. He
opened not Hit mouth: He is brought as
lamb to the slaughter,
and as a sheep before His sit
is dumb, so He openeth not His
mouth. He was taken from prison and from judgment: and who shall
declare His generation? For He was cut off out of the land of the
living: and for the transgression of my people He was stricken. And
He made His grave with the wicked, and with the rich in His death:
because He had done no violence, neither was any deceit in His
mouth. Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise Him; He has put Him to
grief: when thou shall make His soul an offering for sin, He shall
see His seed, He shall prolong His days, and the pleasure of the
Lord shall prosper in His hand. He shall see the travail of His soul,
end shall be satisfied: by His knowledge shall my righteous ***** rit
justify many; for He shall bear their iniquities. Therefore will I divide
Him a portion with the great, and He shall divide the spoil with the
strong; because He has poured out His soul unto death: and He was
numbered with the transgressors: and He bore the sin of many, and
made intercession for the transgressors" (Isaiah 53, KJV).

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert

NS

PAID RELIGIOUS ADVERTISEMENT

Seven hundred years before the birth of Jesus of Nazareth. the
Jewish prophet Isaiah wrote these words concerning the Messiah Who
was to come:

211401‘

lir

SI)
Approximately June 16
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ISRAEL’S
MESSIAH

IABLE1--

id, Er .1

.,--evitzssaroo4r,4707,711,

riff

NEctveMryeomnbeVeicp0Cmarec:
Use Our LayawayBankAmericard,
1st National
Charge or Cash
TO’

FOR

nit

n

sICOND
sssr
The Wardrobe, Bankamericard, or
First National Charge Plan
We give them
SGH Green Stamps

Uhl

vim

nom n YORKSHIRE
EL (AMINO
-

1299

;.OPEN Ill 9 EVERY KITE

74709

SAT. 9 TO 60!

OPEN SENDAI’ 10 TO 5
EUCTA7:

